
1. A golfer hits a ball from a golf tee at a position of 16.4 m [W] relative to the
clubhouse. The ball comes to a rest at a position of 64.9 m [W] relative to the
clubhouse. Determine the displacement of the golf ball. 48.5 m [W].

2. A skateboarder slides 4.2 m up a ramp, stops, then slides 2.7 m down the ramp
before jumping off. What is his total displacement on the ramp? 1.5 m [up].

3. Albert the cat runs 2.8 m [W] and stops to bug Ben while he’s trying to do math
homework. Albert then walks 1.7 m [W] to investigate a spider crawling across the
floor.

(a) What is Ben’s position relative to Albert’s starting point?

(b) What is the spider’s position relative to Albert’s starting point?

(c) What is Ben’s position relative to the spider?

(d) What is Albert’s total displacement when he gets to the spider?

4. You are going to visit your friend. But first you decide to stop at the store. If you
walk 200 m [W] from your house to the store, then travel 600 m [E] to your friend’s
home, what is your total displacement?

5. Determine the total displacement for each of the combined motions. Use both
algebraic methods and scale diagrams.

(a) d⃗1 = 10 m [W], d⃗2 = 35 m [W]

(b) d⃗1 = 7.0 km [W], d⃗2 = 12 km [E], d⃗3 = 5.0 km [W]

6. What is the average velocity of a soccer ball that is kicked and travels 40.2 m [E]
in 1.36 s? What is the average velocity of the ball if it is headed back 21.7 m [W]
in 1.91 s, relative to its original position?

7. Sketch position/time and velocity/time graphs for each of the following.

(a) From question 3, after Albert gets tired of the spider, he walks east to a point
halfway between Ben and his original position. Albert took 2 s to travel the
first leg, 5.1 s on the second, and 3.1 s on the third. What is Albert’s total
displacement after the third leg of his journey?

(b) From question 4, after visiting your friend for 7 minutes, you walk another 300
m [E] to a second friend’s house. You see that there are no lights on or cars
in the driveway, so immediately return home. It took you 2 minutes to get to
the store, 4 minutes to go from the store to the first house, 3 minutes to get
to the second house, and 5.6 minutes to get back home. What is your total
displacement for the whole journey.
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